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Introduction :

Afrin was a safe region during years of the Syrian crisis, and had become a haven for
many civilians displaced from various parts of Syria. According to reports of the
Social Affairs Commission of Afrin Democratic Self-administration, 60,000 war
refugees from different parts of Syria were distributed and settled in the villages and
towns of the province. They shared life based on peaceful coexistence with the local
people under a democratic self-administration.

However, this stability and security did not suit the aspirations of the Turkish
state striving to reestablish a Neo-Ottoman Empire. Therefore Turkey has been
trying in various ways to destroy the federal democratic project of Rojava /
Northern Syria. The brutal aggression on Afrin province starting on 20/1/2018
and turning Afrin into a battlefield of conflict and fighting, has been another
step to implement their occupation plans in the region of Northern Syria.

For over two month, against any international law the Turkish occupation army
has used their heaviest weaponry to shell civilian populated areas with tanks
and artillery, to bomb villages, towns and civilian properties with air-forces.
The Turkish army mobilized all their forces as if they would fight against a
strong state and not a small area which does not even exceed 2% of the
territory of Syria, while also using jihadist groups to carry out further crimes
against humanity. This war was accompanied by silence and inactivity of the
international community watching the abuse of international laws and neglect
of human values.

According to the Syrian observatory for human rights, the Turkish aggression
war on Afrin has resulted in the occupation of 148 villages and five major
towns in the region: Jindires, Rajo, Shera, Bilbile, and Sheikh Hadid and
finally the city center of Afrin by the Turkish army and jihadist FSA groups.
Hundreds of houses and infrastructures were completely destroyed, hundreds of
unarmed civilians were wounded and killed - including women, men, elderly
people and children.

These conditions have created a crisis of internal displacement starting from the
rural areas to the city centers and its suburbs, including also war refugees from
other regions of Syria that sought refugee in Afrin province, before. Turkey
who had been calling for “a safe area for the displaced in Northern Syria”
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throughout the years of crisis, now caused a crisis of displacement from Afrin
by its war and occupation.

Conditions of the people inside
Afrin:

Afrin's people are hiding in caves in Jenders region

from the Turkish occupation bombing

The displacement of people from the
city center of Afrin and its suburbs
created a real crisis. In the
beginning of March 2018 about one
million people were distributed and
settled in the city center of Afrin,
where people lived under very
difficult living conditions.

The massive displacement and the siege on Afrin created a crisis in housing, food
and medicine.

Although the self-administration did what they could to help the displaced families it
remained limited due to the embargo and the lack of humanitarian aid for Afrin.
More than 25 person were staying in one flat sharing everything they had, because
the displaced families had to leave their homes without being able to take anything
with them. In addition to the displacement of many families to places which have
not been suitable for housing - such as caves, basements, and shops – there has been
a lack of all necessities of life as the infrastructures were deliberately targeted by
Turkish airstrikes.

A displaced family from villages where the clashes took

place into uninhabitable houses

The suffering of displaced people
increased with the Turkish
occupation army and its mercenaries
targeted the Meydanke dam and
water stations cutting of all drinking
water supplies from Afrin on
4/3/2018. The residents were forced
to use groundwater wells that are

not suitable for drinking water,
which caused many health problems
for children. Besides the dwell do
not provide enough water to cover
all water needs of the people.
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The suffering of Afrin's people from cutting off the water

of Meedanki dam by the Turkish occupation

Turkish war planes also targeted
the only road that can be used to
supply Afrin with food, medicines
and fuel to prevent that any aid or
supply could reach Afrin. Cutting-
off the fuel also led to a crisis in
the provision of bread, because the
ovens had to stop working due to
the lack of fuel. Further many
generators could not work which
are the only source of electricity in
the city and for the hospitals

The Turkish planes have targeted the aid convoy which

the Rojava organization has taken for Afrin's people

where hundreds of people were
injured by the ongoing shelling and
bombing of the Turkish army. They
also targeted the telecommunications
towers to cut off all means of
communication with the outside, in
order to disguise their crimes inside
Afrin and to hide the truth from the
public and international opinion.

The policy of genocide and
“ethnic cleansing” against
Afrin's residents:

At the beginning of the Turkish army’s attacks, many people decided to stay in their
home villages which became areas of clashes. Despite the danger they were
confronted with, they refused to leave their homes vulnerable to being looted,
robbed and devastated by the Turkish occupiers and its mercenaries. Many massacres
in different districts of Afrin have been committed by those gangs with the objective
of ethnic cleansing and changing the demographics of the region.

But bombardments of villages and towns massacring the civilian population forced
the people to leave their homes and move to safer areas. Hundred thousands were
forced to settle in the city center and its suburbs, which were also bombed by the
Turkish occupation army with rising intensity, with aim of depopulating the entire
Afrin province of its local population.
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If you refuse, we will kill you!" Messages like these predicted the terrible massacres,
beheadings and lootings that have been committed against Kurds in Afrin, when these
groups jointly with the Turkish occupying army entered Afrin.

With the intensifying Turkish bombardments on Afrin town center and daily rising
numbers of civilian casualties, hundred thousands of people were forced to leave the
town center of Afrin on 17-03-2018 to rescue their lives. Around 300 refugees have
not even been able rescue their lives as the refugee convoys leaving Afrin city were
targeted again by Turkish air-forces and artillery. Still the dead bodies could not be
evacuated and the exact number of casualties due to these war crimes needs to be
investigated.

According to figures of the UNHCR in Syria around 200,000 displaced people from
Afrin have arrived in the regions of Shehba, Sherawa and Til Rifat on 18-03-2018.
Since then they are staying there without any security and urgent needs of shelter,
food and medication.

We appeal to the international community and the United Nations to break their
silence ,and take urgent measures to stop the terrorist aggression of the Turkish state
and its jihadist allies against the people of Afrin. We also appeal to all human rights
organizations to immediately take action in support of humanitarian aid and security
for over 200,000 displaced residents of Afrin who are living under hard humanitarian
life conditions, while they are under threat of new attacks and bombings by the
Turkish army and FSA/ISIS groups.

International bodies have to take action to force the occupying forces to leave Afrin,
maintain international law and ensure the safe return of the people of Afrin to their
homes.

All offenders of war crimes have to be prosecuted and taken to justice.
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